JLS Demonstrates Innovation in Case Packing during Pack Expo 2012

JLS Automation of York, PA announces their participation in Pack Expo 2012 held in the McCormick Place in Chicago, Illinois from October 28-31, 2012. JLS Automation will be exhibiting in the North Hall in Booth #3338. JLS will also exhibit a Heron Tray Loading System with Alliance Partner, Reiser (Booth #1648).

In response to their customers’ increasing need for flexibility in their packaging operations, JLS will demonstrate the company’s Osprey Case Packing System. According to Craig Souser, President of JLS, “Our customers demand more than the traditional packaging automation. Our Design for Agility philosophy comes from this understanding. The resulting packaging systems are designed to evolve to meet the demands of the customer’s business. The Osprey is a great example of our attempt to bring innovation and “real world” technology to the market”.

The Osprey system eliminates manual product handling functions, including many elements of product and/or package inspection, and can be integrated with existing packaging lines, or as a part of a complete “turn-key” packaging system. The Osprey is a major expansion for JLS flowing from the success of their Talon and Heron primary packaging systems in the meat, frozen foods, cheese, and bakery industries.

Click here to schedule a demonstration of the JLS Talon during Pack Expo 2012

Overview of the JLS Automation Osprey Case Packing System:

- Easily Configured to Integrate with Numerous Packaging Line Configuration
- Rapid Changeover with few adjustments and no “tweaking”.
- Small Footprint and Suitable for Wash-down Environments
- Designed to handle products in bags, pouches, cartons, vacuum packs, overwrapped trays:
  - Meat, Poultry, and Dairy Products (USDA approved)
  - Frozen and Prepared Foods
  - Bakery products, cookies and crackers
- High Reliability provided by the ABB IRB 360 FlexPicker

JLS Automation is a leading supplier of Packaging Systems for the Food Industry including High Speed Picking, Product Feeding Systems. JLS is a member of PMMI and FPSA as well as a Strategic Partner for ABB Robotics.

www.jlsautomation.com